
Jan Straka and Sissi Hinterreiner Winners of the Final SG.
Spain1 Wins the Team Ranking.

The Czech skier, Jan Straka, finished his great performance in the XXI Borrufa Trophy by climbing to the highest step of the podium on 
the last event of the Andorran competition. The fight for second place was a very close one; the Andorran skier Kevin Courrieu and the 
Spaniard Ibai Linacisoro (yesterday’s winner) were only 3 hundredth of a second apart. 
Amongst the girls, it was Sissi Hinterreiner who won the U16 category. The Andorran skier proved to be better than anyone else in this last 
SG; she beat her main opponent, Spanish skier Anna Oller, by nearly 1.5”.
Behind Hinterreiner, however, the times were very tight: the four skier next in the ranking were only 4 tenth of a second apart.
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Without any doubt, one of the best skiers of the Borrufa 2013 was the Czech skier Jan Straka. We talked to him after the final podium of 
the competition: Overall, I have really appreciated the welcoming attitude of the organisation. I also want to mention the great 
ambiance there has been amongst all the participants. The slopes have been just right for me although the weather conditions 
haven’t been the best. And, what about your performance? I most certainly can’t complain: three victories and a second position. 
As I said, it’s been a great experience in every single aspect. 

Sissi Hinterreiner, today’s outstanding winner among the girls, couldn’t hide her happiness: I’m over the moon; I couldn’t even imagine 
I would have such a great final day of the Borrufa. 

Final teams ranking
It is worth mentioning that this year the global ranking of all the participants’ performance is as follows:
1.-Spain1, 523 points, 2.-Russia, 379 points, 3.-Andorra1, 363 points, 4.-Argentina1, 186 points, 6.-Spain2, 183 points, 6.- France1, 182 
points... At the end, 21 out of the 30 participant countries have managed to score some points.


